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Link
President’s Corner
Dee Ramm, KU4GC
Bouvet DXpedition
Historically the DFMA was strongly associated with
repeaters. The FM in our club also points to this. And a
quite significant part of our expenditures go toward

Program
John Green, KX4P will discuss his
restoration of a 1950s home-brew AM
transmitter. The transmitter is typical of
many Ham radio stations of the era. It is
constructed from radio/TV repair and
WW II surplus parts, and from ARRL
Handbook articles.

support of our Repeater system. However, we do more
than that. The MCU (Mobile Communications Unit)
represents another big chunk of our expenditures and is
designed for emergency communications support. It is
meant for ARES use and support of public service
events. It has also been very useful for Field Day which
is, in effect, a large emergency communications exercise.
There is another center of interest in the DFMA mem-

John reports that reconstruction was a
challenge as there were no instructions,
schematics or parts list to go with the
unit. In addition, one of the critical chassis had gone up in smoke (literally —
caught fire)!

bership which is not represented by any obvious DFMA
infrastructure. That is HF radio and related interests

In This Issue

KX4P, is an example. We’ve also had programs dealing
with the operation and support software. We’ve had a

President’s Corner
From The Land Of Magic
Durham ARES EC Volunteer?
Who is it?
Buy✦Sell✦Trade
Board Meeting Minutes
Throwback Advertisement
Upcoming Events
Welcome New DFMA Members
Club Meeting Minutes

program on using the ARRL’s Logbook of The World
(LoTW). There are also the various modes used on HF
including AM, SSB, CW, with digital modes like PSK31,

The Link

such as contesting, earning ARRL and other awards for
completing QSOs and having them verified.
We have had a number of programs related to HF, some
dealing with the hardware — transceivers, tuners, amplifiers and Antennas. The November program by John,

RTTY, JT65, FT8. While we have many members who
get into these topics, there is no financial support from
the club. Except maybe the support for Field Day which
is predominantly an HF exercise which involves quite a
few club members.
An outside support for some of the HF activities is the
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DXpedition. This is where a group of hams (or
even an individual) activates a location that is desirable for those working toward the various
awards such as DXCC. The reason for the activation is that the site is either un-populated or the,
often sparse, population has no or extremely few
hams. These DXpeditions can be very expensive
to operate and carry out. (Others may just be an
individual on vacation in a rarer location.)
One such EXPENSIVE DXpedition that is planned
for early next year is Bouvet Island. This southernmost island is almost in Antarctica and is
claimed by Norway. The budget for this DXpedition is three-quarters of a million dollars. Participants must each contribute $17,000 of their own
money. There have been many contributions, corporate sponsors, etc., but they are still approximately $100,000 short of their funding goal.
At least one DFMA member has proposed that the
DFMA support this effort as a club. Since I am one
of the people who enjoy “collecting” HF contacts,
I am sympathetic. But our budget is limited so
based on a number of suggestions, here is what I
propose.
We will have a DXpedition fund to which interested parties can contribute. Since we are a charitable corporation such contributions are tax deductible. The treasurer can then send one check
for the club in support of the Bouvet Island effort.
That costs the club nothing and is as good as
done. I also proposed to the DFMA Board that we
go a bit further. I proposed the DFMA treasury
match contributions from members to a total maximum of $200. The Board approved this matching
proposal by an email vote a few days ago.
Meanwhile, make your checks out to the DFMA
with a notation of DXpedition Fund. I will start by
making a $25 contribution. If interested in HF,
please help.

73,

Dee

DFMA President

The Link
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FROM LASSIC
THE

C ICLE
ART

LAND
OF

MAGIC
By

Wilson Lamb, Jr., W4BOH

[Editor’s Note: this “classic” article was originally
written for the Classic Exchange Newsletter in 2010
and is reprinted here with Wilson’s permission.
Wilson is working on a new related article for next
month. The subject will be “My Wooden Rig.”]

So here I was, enjoying a serene, bucolic life here
in semi-rural North Carolina…..
Then Mac (from the North, but we’re trying to
make up) moved in nearby and started talking to
me about “boatanchors” (BAs). Turns out BAs are
just the old radios I grew up with, previously
known as obsolete hardware (OH), or junk. Always game for something new, although married,
I began to remember all the OH I had and share
his interest in reviving BAs. And since I grew up
with BAs, a few were already resident within my
home and in my ancestral home in another city
not too far away. With that head start, it was easy
to fall for the idea of getting some of them back
into service and using them to talk to other hams,
often using similar OH.
Then he sprung Classic Exchange (CX) on me.
“What’s that”, says I, opening a floodgate of information about the opportunity to put as many
BAs on the air as possible and talk to other individuals doing the same. Sort of like a contest, you
might say. Of course he didn’t mention the couple
of misguided individuals, otherwise of good
character, who have cornered the market for BAs
and OH and have so much no one can hope to
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compete with them. That’s OK. I’m not really
competitive and would just as soon think of it as a

Drake 2-B, never worked on at all, is always dependable and was ready too!

contest for third, fourth, or twentieth place.
So I got on last year and was properly humiliated

I’m low on transmitters, so all I had to do was fire
up the Collins 310-B and Dad’s old 807 HB rig,

by any number of BA enthusiasts running all
manner of OH. In order to recover a little NC

both of which ran within the last year, and I was
ready, except for a half day of looking for coax

pride, I resolved to do better this year. That led to
purchasing a derelict S-19 at an AWA meet last
January and an RME-69 at a hamfest last fall.

jumpers and weaving a rat’s nest of coax, power
cords, and speaker wires. Oh yes, the antenna was
pulled up Friday afternoon, just before we were

Then, since the BA germ was in the air, it was no
time ‘til a friend of a friend showed up at a dinner

hit with our largest snowfall in a while. That left
Saturday for preparing the station and warning

party with a BC-348 previously owned by an old
uncle. He cleverly left it under the table when he
went home. Next, an old friend of

the family that I would not be available Sunday.

Dad’s age moved to a retirement
home and allowed as how it would be
OK if I took care of his HRO-M (with
NINE coil sets!!) for the foreseeable
future. So, theoretically, I was ready to
do a little better in the next CX.
But, since I’m still building my house
and helping my wife raise a granddaughter, I can’t put all my energy
into radio. Besides, one end of my
pitiful end fed antenna was down and
tied off temporarily about six feet up.
I started, however, a few days ahead,
first warming up the RME-69, which
was OK, and the S-19R, which needed
considerable restoration. With those
two glowing and making noise, I was

Here’s the pile. It was neat at first, then more obsolete hardware (OH) and coffee
cups accumulated and the TS-450 was pulled out, for accurate frequency
determination. The little lathe was available for emergency repairs but not needed.

ready for more. The HRO-7 I got as a
teenager in the fifties came to life and sounded
good, after 20+ years of rest. Then it was time to
enter real unknown territory, the potentially challenging reawakening of my Dad’s Hammarlund
Comet Pro, one of the finest of its day but unused
since 1962 and stored in a not too dry basement
for the last 48 years or so. Long story short, one
bad RFC and the Comet was back to life! The

The Link

So what happened? I did get on Sunday morning
and did make some contacts with some of the nice
BA enthusiasts! I’m too lazy to really bang on the
bands, but sure enjoyed the contacts I made. None
of the OH emitted any smoke and I was not
shocked a single time. Things went so smoothly,
since I had installed a coax switch to select receivers, that I went over to the storage shelves
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and pulled down a Kenwood R-599a and an
SB-303 to see if they could get me a few easy

I never got the last tube needed for the BC-348;
forgot all about the SX-43 and Siemens receivers

points. They did! That old Kenwood, one of the
first things they imported, has a beautifully

still in inventory, and was too tired to hook up the
HRO-M, so I have guns in reserve for next year!

smooth dial and a good sound!

Oh yes, the HW-101 and my son’s SB-101 are coming too, along with a TR-3. Who knows what else
that inventory area could contain? And there’s an
AR-88 in that nearby city. Watch out!
If only Dad could have been here. He loved that
Comet and Rod Serling said he might call me during CX, but he didn’t. I suppose if he did we’d
have to share W4BOH, which he received in 1932
(I have the original paper). I got shocked by the
Comet when he was working on it once, about
1946 (I was five), so I love it too. Since that shock,
I have never been far from ham radio. 73

Desperate times call for desperate measures. I had to get a VFO
signal into the old 807 rig somehow, without stopping to solder. I
have been accused of resorting to expediency over the years and
this proves the case!

In the September The Link I made a
case for more ARES activity in the
DFMA. I requested that people interested in ARES step forward. I just want to
again urge a move toward an active ARES
group. I know of at least two new members who have
expressed an interest and have gotten involved in
CERT (Community Emergency Response Team). I
also know of other members in our club who have
gone through CERT training.
What we need is a leader. I strongly urge one of our
new members to step up and accept that role. I know
most of you feel you don’t have the experience and
don’t feel qualified. My answer is what we need is
someone with a sense of responsibility who can get
things moving, even if a little less formally at first. I
promise he would get my support and that of many
others. Seve Ahlbom, W3AHL, a DFMA member but
also the Orange County ARES Emergency Coordinator (aka OC EC) has offered to help set up some joint
training sessions.

You do have a wood stove in your contest shack, don’t you? It’s
great for contesting during power outages! Keeps the coffee warm
too.

The Link

So, please speak up now. We are waiting for you.
73, Dee, KU4GC
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the local service reps to install machine upgrades to
some of the company's oldest working Bell and Howell letter inserters. They were used to stuff envelopes.
The machines were used by banks, insurance companies, utility companies and others to prepare mass
mailings. The machines were really old, the like of
which I had never seen back in the factory or in service manuals. These editions were an early attempt to
cover moving machinery parts with covers. The funny
thing about the machine covers was that they were
enameled metal kitchen cabinet doors! This was really
a sight to behold. As you might imagine, the machine
looked like it was a very large kitchen accessory! Even
the cabinet door handles were retained on each door.
The machine required at least a half dozen cabinet
doors per side. This version of the machine became
known as the cabinet model.

Last month’s mystery ham is revealed below. Can you
identify this month’s mystery club member in the
picture above?
If you have a picture from your early days in radio, or
just an early picture of yourself, please consider
sending it to the editor for a future newsletter.
So — Who is it?
Above is a similar machine to the one
we were working on.

Last month’s mystery ham was our Vice President,
Chuck Anoia, KW4KZ.

Chuck notes:
The picture was taken in 2001. My call sign then was
KA3VDB and I had an Advanced Class license. The
picture was taken by a colleague while visiting a customer site in Newington, CT. We were working with

The Link

The machine upgrades progressed well. In fact much
better than I expected and we finished early. In talking
to the local service reps I mentioned that Newington,
CT was where the ARRL is headquartered. They knew
that and said it was just down the street. Sooo... we
packed up and went for a quick visit. The picture was
taken in the ARRL bookstore. For reference, I am holding the 2001 ARRL handbook. Nobody was on hand at
the time to give a tour, lunch time I believe. Just
browsed around inside and out and then had to leave
to get back to the plant in PA.
I never imagined that I would ever get to visit the
ARRL. It surely was an unanticipated treat.
73, Chuck, KW4KZ
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Buy✦Sell✦Trade
For Sale
Coax
As a ham public service Wilson, W4BOH made a
bulk order of 1000’ of LMR-400 equivalent coax
and is selling it for 45¢/ft. There was still some
available as of the newsletter publication date.

November 2017

THROW⬅BACK
ADVERTISEMENT
This month’s throwback ad comes from the
Radio Amateur Callbook Magazine Summer
1965. That $395 price would be about $3,070
in today’s dollars. You can zoom in to read the
description.

Contact Wilson at infomet@embarqmail.com.
Club Items For Sale
DFMA has the following donated items for sale:
RS PRO-2044 VHF-UHF scanner.
Asking $42
Ameritron AWM-30 peak reading swr/watt meter.
Asking $95
MFJ-921 VHF dual band tuner (144/220).
Asking $42
Ramsey HR40C 40m all mode receiver kit.
Asking $15.
Ramsey AA7C all band active antenna kit.
Asking $19
Contact Dee, KU4GC to purchase or for more
information. Free delivery to a DFMA or OCRA
club meeting.
ku4gc@amsat.org

Board Meeting

Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham, NC

MINUTES

Attending: (y) Dee, KU4GC – President; (n)
Chuck, KW4KZ – Vice President; (y) MK,

Durham FM Association (DFMA)

W4MKR – Treasurer; (n) Dan, KR4UB – Secretary;
(y) Charlie, NC4CD - Repeater Manager; (n) Jack,

DFMA Board Minutes – 10/17/2017 – Charles
Durst NC4CD (for absent KR4UB)

KM4MBG – DurhamFest Chair; (y) Dave, W4SAR
– Field Day Coordinator; At-Large Board Mem-

The Link
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bers: (n) John, KM4MDR; (y) Dave, KW4XL; (y)
Paul, N2XZF; (y) Karen, KD4YJZ; Guests: KW4XL
family members Felicia, KN4FKH and D.J.

nd
Remi

is
FEST
JARS y, Nov. 19
a
Sund er here
ly
Info f

REPORTS:
President – Dee, KU4GC, called the meeting to
order at 6:45 pm with the call for officer reports.
Minutes of the last Board and Regular meetings
were passed out.
Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ, was absent but
sent his report by email. The November program
was scheduled at that time to be an NC State University professor to talk about the use of drones
by NCSU for cartography.
Treasurer – MK, W4MKR, presented the treasurer’s report and membership status (119 members
with dues current) to the board.

er

upcoming

EVENTS
mark your calendars

✦

11/7 DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.

✦

11/13 OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

11/13 VE Test Session, Orange County EOC, 7:00 p.m.

✦

11/19 JARSFEST 2017, Benson, N.C. (Info Link).

✦

11/21 DFMA Board Meeting, 7:00 p.m.

✦

12/5 DFMA Christmas Party, Bullock’s BBQ, 6:00 p.m.
For a full calendar including nets, visit dfma.org

Secretary – Dan, KR4UB was absent. The
9/19/2017 Board and 10/03/2017 Club Meeting
minutes were approved.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported

passed (5 Techs, 1 General, and 2 Extras). The next
VE session will be at the next OCRA meeting.

that he had received an e-mail from Lowell,
KK4PH, telling the Board that he would be mov-

DurHamFest – Jack, KM4MBG was absent and no

ing to Virginia sometime probably in 2018 and
would be willing to help train someone in programming of the club’s repeater controllers. Verizon Wireless is installing a cell site at our Hillsborough tower. The additional cellular tenant on
the tower, bringing the total now to three, insures
longevity of Crown Castle’s leasing of space on
the tower and payment of the land lease costs.
Lowell is working on implementing EchoLink on
our TV Hill site.
Field Day and VE Session Coordinator – Dave,
W4SAR reported that Field Day scores would be
available in the December issue of QST. At the

report was provided.
MCU – Dee reported that Wilson, W4BOH, said
that a new parking place needs to be found for the
MCU. It has been at his house since Field Day.
Since then, Bob and Becky Milback, K4WCV and
K4BCK, agreed to keep it on their property.
NEW BUSINESS
Dee talked about our on-going effort to gain and
retain new members. New members will be asked
to give a brief introduction with information
about themselves so that members can get to
know them better.

last VE session, 8 candidates took exams and all 8

The Link
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Dee also talked about ARES and how to get it going again. The primary need is for someone to be

A total of 31 attending, 29 of them hams.

the leader of the ARES effort. Volunteers ???

President: Dee opened the membership meeting
at 7 pm with introductions followed by officer’s
reports. As part of the introductions, Dee started a

The meeting was adjourned at 7:15 pm.

new practice to engage new attendees whether
licensed or not, in conversation to learn more

E
WELCOM
MA
NEW DF
RS
MEMBE
Martin Terry, KN4FSL

about their interests, how they found out about
DFMA and goals in amateur radio.
First time attendees were as follows: Leeron,
KI4QJT, who was licensed 11 years ago and has
interests in emergency communications and
restoring an old radio. Kurt, N2PCC, previously a
tech class ham recently upgraded to amateur extra class and has interest in HF operation, ARES
and could use some help getting an antenna on a
steep roof.
Announcements – Dee announced the next VE
Session will be on Saturday, October 14th. The

Club Meeting

MINUTES
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting – 10/3/2017 – Dan, KR4UB,
Secretary
Location: Bullock’s Bar B Cue, Durham
Attending: KR4UB, Dan; KI4QJT, Leeron;
KA5JUJ, Martin; KU4GC, Dee; W4MKR, M.K.;
WB4P, Skip; KR3AM, Mark; NA4VY, Dave;
KV4ZR, Loren; N2PCC, Kurt; W4BOH, Wilson;
N2XZF, Paul; K4WCV, Bob; K4BCK, Becky;
WA4UJM, Wally; KW4KZ, Charles & Mary;
KW4XL, David & David, Jr; KN4EOO, Rick;
NC4CD, Charlie; N8BR, Bill; W4ORD, Lad;
KE4QOZ, Joanna; KE4HIH, Rhett; KK4PH, Lowell; K4PHS, Pete; N4RME, Frank; KE4UVJ, Don;
KM4LKN, Detlev; K4SAR, Joe.

The Link

status of the EOC renovation is currently unknown and the VE session location will be announced at a later date.
Lad thanked volunteers Frank N4RME, Dee
KU4GC, Dan KR4UB, Bill KI4RAN, Joe K4SAR,
Mark KR3AM, and Steve W3AHL who helped
provide communications assistance for the Hog
Day event in Hillsborough, September 15 and
16th.
DFMA Link “Who is it?” – Dee solicited guesses
of the identity of the club member in the September The Link newsletter mystery photo. There
was one correct guess of the identity, Chuck,
KW4KZ. Details of the photo and era the photo
was taken will be written up in the next DFMA
newsletter. Skip, WB4P our newsletter editor
needs more club member vintage photographs.
REPORTS
Vice President – Chuck, KW4KZ announced he
attended a meeting at NC State with a speaker
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presentation on the subject of drones being used
for cartography and discussed with the presenter

that come up with fans are, they wear out; or a
recently purchased piece of equipment has great

the possibility of a DFMA presentation. The
speaker presentation on DX expeditions is still

performance, but with an obnoxiously loud fan,
or one is needed for a new project. The challenge

tentative.

in choosing fans is finding one that can deliver
sufficient cooling airflow, yet not make objectionable noise. Choosing sounds simple until one

Treasurer – MK, W4MKR At present there are 119
members with dues current.
Secretary – Dan, KR4UB also followed up in
Dee’s effort to solicit attendee input at club meetings Attendees are encouraged to use the sign in
sheet list ideas for club talks, requests for help
and offers to help.
Repeater Manager – Charlie, NC4CD reported
that PL and the weather alerts on the Hillsborough 147.225 repeater are close to working as intended. Work is progressing on use of the new
internet service at TV Hill for IRLP, Echolink and
autopatch.
Field Day & VE Coordinator – Dave, W4SAR
(Not able to attend.)
Presentation of the DMFA “Lid” Award – M.K.
W4MKR, the last recipient of the DFMA Lid, presented the award to Paul, N2XZF door prize
donor extraordinaire, and for donating his excellent technical expertise to many.

starts looking at a source such as mouser.com
where there are 11,458 DC fans listed. Narrowing
it down to 12VDC fans alone, there are 3,786 listed. A Sanyo Denki brand fan found in his junk
box that delivered reasonable airflow with very
quiet operation, was a helpful hint in narrowing
possible choices down to 1,251 listed Sanyo Denki
fans. How quiet does it need to be in dbA rating
and yet deliver the highest possible CFM? Narrowing the choice further down to 19 Sanyo Denki 17 dBA (low noise) fans listed, this fan provided the highest airflow at a very low noise level for
use with audio/video equipment located nearby a
quiet living room environment.
Charlie, NC4CD demonstrated a solution he
found for the night time sleep environment when
the preference is to not turn on the normal bright
lights. He demonstrated the receptacle face plate
with built-in LED lights found at www.snappower.com.
Pete showed his Eifel Plierwrench and a brochure

Door Prizes – Door prize winners were David,
KW4XL - VOM; Martin, KA5JUJ - Caliper; Joe,
K4SAR - flashlight; Dave, NA4VY - flashlight. Dee
auctioned off a tape writer, with Don, KE4UVJ
having the winning bid.
Presentation – The meeting presentation was by
club members who brought various Show & Tell
items.
Dan, KR4UB led off the show & tell with a brief
discussion and demo of fans used in amateur
equipment and for other purposes. A few issues

The Link

of the era of the complete offering of Eifel tools.
The following information about Plierwrench was
found at www.toolarchives.com/book/export/
html/339 .Summarizing, the American Plierench
Corporation was incorporated in 1932. The Union
Labor Directory of 1922 contains a nice ½ page ad
explaining the Eifel-Flash Plierench. These pliers,
often sold as "kits" with interchangeable jaws,
were marketed up to at least 1966.
Wilson showed his vintage AC wattmeter The
meter has two pairs of connection points, one for
voltage input and the other for current input. The
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product of voltage and current consumed by a
load is displayed by a single needle movement,
commonly found in the typical analog meter.
There were quite a few questions about this instrument in particular how it combined the voltage and current inputs and displayed the VI
product on a single needle and whether it indicates true watts, or VA apparent power, when input voltage and current are not in phase. More

November 2017
Credits:
“Who is it” feature photo courtesy of the mystery
club member to be revealed next month.
Last month’s “Who is it” photo courtesy of the
revealed mystery club member’s XYL, Mary Anoia.
ARES logo courtesy ARRL.
Throwback ad comes from the Radio Amateur
Callbook Magazine Summer 1965.
All other photos courtesy of the article author or
editor unless otherwise noted.

information can be found at this link about electrodynamic or dynamometer type instruments.
Meeting adjourned at 8 pm.
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